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TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS IN AERONAUTICS 
1. In your work, how important is it for YOU to communicate technical information effectively? Col 
~ Very Important ~ Somewhat Important .~ Not a t  all Important 
I 2 3 
2. How many hours do YOUspend each week communicating technical information TO others? 
3. How many hours do YOUspend each week working with technical communications FROMothers? 
4. As you have advanced professionally, how has  the amount of time YOUspend communicating technical information 
Hours 6 7  
Hours x 9  
TO OTHERS changed? 
~ Increased ~ Stayed the Same ~ Decreased 
I 1 I 
5. As you have advanced professionally, how has the amount of time YOU spend working with technical communications 
received FROM OTHERS changed? 




6. Approximately how many times in the past six months did you write/prepare: 
Letters 
Memos 
~ times in the 
past 6 months 
Journal articles 
Conference/Meeting papers 
Technical reports-Government ~ Trade/Promotional literature 
Technical reports-other ~ Press releases 
Proposals ~ Drawings/Specifications 
Technical manuals ~ Speeches 
Computer program documentation ~ Audio/Visual materials 
7. How many times in the past one month did you use materials written/prepared by other people? 
Letters __ # read/used Journal articles 
Memos ~ ConferenceIMeeting papers 
Technical reports-Other ~ Drawings/Specifications 
Proposals ~ Audio/Visual materials 
in past 1 month 
Technical reports-Government ~ Trade/Promotional literature 
Technical Manuals ~ 
Computer program documentation __ 




Technical writers or editors 
A thesauruddictionary 
A style manual 




I ! I I  
IO 










9. Which of the following statements BESTrepresents how the artwork for YOUR visual aids (charts, graphs) is 
prepared? (Check Only One) 
I ~ I do my own artwork without a computer 
2 ~ I do my own artwork with a computer 
J ~ The graphics department does my artwork 
I ~ Sometimes I do it and sometimes the graphics department does it 
5 __ A secretary does it 
6 ~ The artwork is prepared elsewhere 
96 
10. Have you ever taken a course(s) in technical communications/writing? 
~ Yes, as an  ~ Yes, after ~ Yes, both 
1 Undergraduate graduation J 
~ No (Skip to Q. 12) 
4 
97 
11. How well did this course help YOUcommunicate technical information? 
- A Lot ~ A Little -_ Did not Help 
I I 
98 
12. In your opinion, which of the following topics should be included in an  undergraduate technical communications 
course for aeronautical engineers and scientists? 
Principles 
Defining the communication’s purpose 
Assessing readers’ needs 
Organizing information 
Developing paragraphs (introductions, 
Writin sentences (active vs. passive voice, 
Using standard English grammar 
Notetaking and quoting 
Editing and revising 
Choosing words (avoiding wordiness, jargon, slang, 
Using information technology (video conferencing, 
transitions, and conclusions) 
paraflel ideas, shifts in person or tense) 
sexist terms) 





















13. Which of the following on-the-job communications should be included in an  undergraduate technical 
communications course for aeronautical engineers and scientists? 






















14. Do YOU use computer technology to prepare technical communications? 
~ Always ~ Usually ~ Sometimes ~ Never (Skip to Q. 19) 135 
1 1 1 4 
15. Has computer technology increased YOUR ability to communicate technical information? 
~ A Lot 
I 





16. Do YOU use any of the following software for preparing written technical communications? 
Yes No Yes No 
~ ~ Thesaurus 
~ __ Wordprocessing 
~ ~ Outliners and prompters ~ ~ Business graphics 
~ - Grammar and style checkers ~ ~ Scientific graphics 
~ __ Spelling checkers 
1 2 
I 2 
17. Do YOU use a n  integrated graphics, text, and modeling engineering workstation for preparing written technical 
communications? 
~ Always ~ Usually ~ Sometimes __ Never 
I 2 1 4 
18. Do YOU use electronic or desk-top publishing systems for preparing written technical communications? 
~ Always ~ Usually ~ Sometimes ~ Never 
I 2 i 4 
19. How do YOU view your use of the following information technologies in communicating technical information? 
Information Technologies 
Audio tapes and cassettes 




Computer cassette/cartridge tapes 
Electronic mail 
Electronic bulletin boards 
FAX or TELEX 
Electronic data bases 
Video conferencing 
Teleconferencing 
Micrographics and microforms 
Laser dischide0 disc/CD-ROM 
Electronic networks 
I don’t use 
use it in the future I will 
Z don’t use it, 
I already it, but may and doubt i f  
3 
20. When faced with solving a technical problem, do you get technical information from: 
Always Usually 
Personal knowledge 
Informal discussions with colleagues 
Discussions with supervisors 
Discussions with experts in  your organization 
Discussions with experts outside of your organization 
Technical reports-Government 
Technical reports-Other 
Professional journals/conference meeting papers 
Textbooks 
Handbooks and standards 
Technical information sources, such as on-line data 
bases, indexing and abstracting guides, 
CD-ROM, and current awareness tools 

















21. What types of technical information do you USE in performing your present duties? 
Scientific and technical information 
Experimental techniques 
Codes of standards and practices 
Design procedures and methods 
Computer programs 
Government rules and regulations 
In-house technical data 




22. What types of technical information do you PRODUCE (or expect to produce) in performing your present duties? 
Scientific and technical information 
Experimental techniques 
Codes of standards and practices 
Design procedures and methods 
Computer programs 
Government rules and regulations 
In-house technical data 




23. How often do you use the library or a technical information center? (Circle Choice) 
1 - Daily 
2 - Two to six times a week 
3 - Once a week 
4 - Two to three times a month 
5 - Once a month 
6 - Less than once a month 
7 - Do not use 
24. Do you use electronic data bases to find bibliographic citations and abstracts? 1 - Yes 2 - No (Skip to Q. 26) 
25. Do you (Circle One): 
1 - Do all searches yourself 
2 - Do most searches yourself 
3 - Do half by yourself and half through a n  
4 - Do most searches through an  intermediary (e.g. librarian) 
5 - Do all searches through an  intermediary 
intermediary (e.g. librarian) 
THIS DATA WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER PEOPLE WITH DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS HAVE 
DIFFERENT TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION PRACTICES. 
26. What is your gender? 1 - Male 2 - Female 
27. What is your level of education? 
1 - No degree 3 - Masters 5 - Other 
2 - Bachelors 4 - Doctorate 
28. How many years of professional work experience do you have? ~ Years 
29. Type of organization where you work? (Circle Only One Number) 
1 - Academic 4 - Government (Non-NASA) 













(0 VER) 3 - Not-for-profit 6 - Other 
100 
APPENDIX A 
30. What are your present professional duties? (Circle Only One Number) 
01 - Research 
02 - AdministratiodMgt. (for profit) 
03 - Administration/Mgt. (not-for-profit sector) 
04 - DesigdDevelopment 
05 - Teaching/Academic 
06 - Manufacturing/Production 
07 - Private Consultant 
08 - Service/Maintenance 
09 - MarketingISales 
10 - Other 
31. What is your AIAA interest group? (Circle Only One Number) 
1 - Aerospace Science 
2 - Aircraft Systems 
3 - Structures, Design, and Test 
4 - Propulsion and Energy 
5 - Aerospace and Information Systems 
6 - AdministratiodManagernent 
7 - Other 
32. Is American English your first (native) language? 1 - Yes 2 - No 
33. Are you an Engineer or a Scientist? 1 - Engineer 2 - Scientist 
34. Are there comments you would like to add about topics covered in this questionnaire? 
35. What can be done to improve technical communications in aeronautics? 
Mail to: Dr. M. Glassman 
Dept. of Marketing 
Old Dominion University 









TECHNICAL COMMUNICATIONS IN AERONAUTICS 
vl 1. In your work, how important is it for YOU to communicate technical information effectively? 
BJANK - 999 
SKIP - 8 
89.4 Very Important 9.7 Somewhat Important 2 Not at all Important 3 b l a n k  .4 
v2 2. How many hours do YOU spend each week communicating technical information TO others? 
v3 3. How many hours do YOUspend each week working with technical communications FROMothers? 
2 = 1 3  - 95 Hours 
Hours = 
v4 4. As you have advanced professionally, how has  the amount of time YOUspend communicating technical information 
TO OTHERS changed? 
71.5 Increased 15.3 Stayed the Same =Decreased 2 b l a n k  .3 
v5 5. As you have advanced professionally, how has  the amount of time YOU spend working with technical communications 
received FROM OTHERS changed? 
- 6 0 6  Increased 25.6 Stayed the Same 12.7 Ilecreased 7 b l a n k  1.1 
6. Approximately how many times in the past six months did you write/prepare: 995 - 1,000 times 
v6 Letters X = 22.2 timesin the v13 Journalarticles X - 0.4  
v7 Memos 2 = 28.8 . I  v14 Conference/Meeting papers X - 1.1 
v8 Technical reports-Government X = 1.6 v15 Trade/Promotional literature X = 0.3 
v9 Technical reports-Other X = 1 . 9  v16 Press releases X - 0.3 
v10 Proposals X - 1.8 v17 Drawings/Specifications X - 3.2 
vll Technical manuals X = 0.3 v18 Speeches X = 2.2 
v12 Computer program documentation X = 1 . 3  v19 Audio/Visual materials X - 6.6 
past 6 months 
7. How many times in the past one month did you use materials writtenlprepared by other people? 
v20 Letters X = 16.7 # readhsed v27 Journal articles 2 - 6.7 
v21 Memos X = 24.3 v28 Conference/Meeting papers X - 4.3 in past 1 month 
v22 Technical reports-Government X - 4.2 v29 Trade/Promotional literature 2 - 5.7 
v23 Technical reports-Other ic = 4.5 v30 Drawings/Specifications 
v24 Proposals X = 1.4 v31 Audio/Visual materials 
v25 Technical Manuals X = 2.2 
v26 Computer program documentation X = 3.0 
A. When you writelprepare technical Communications, do you receive help from: 
Always 
11.7 v32 Other colleagues -
23.3 v33 Secretaries -
v34 Technical writers or editors 1.5 
v35 A thesaurus/dictionary 21.0 
v37 A grammar hotline .2 
v36 A style manual 1.5 
I 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
Usually Sometimes 





.7 5 . 1  
- -
2 3 
X = 7.9 
X = 5.5 
Never 
2.6 4 blank .7 
12.9 3 blank .5 
51.2 28 blank 4.6 
7 . 4  11 blank 1 . 8  
55.4 29 blank 4.8 







9. Which of the following statements BESTrepresents how the artwork for YOUR visual aids (charts, graphs) is 
prepared? (Check Only One) 
I 10.2 I do my own artwork without a computer 
s 34.0 I do my own artwork with a computer 
v38 :I 16.5 The graphics department does my artwork 
4 30.0 Sometimes I do it and sometimes the graphics department does it 
5 6.3 A secretary does it 
c 2.0 The artwork is prepared elsewhere 
-
6 b lank  1 . 0  
10. Have you ever taken a coursc(s) in technical communications/writing? 0 skip 
~ 3 9  24.4 Yes, as a n  19.6 Yes, after 24.6 Yes, both 31.4 No (Skip to Q. 12) 
I Undergraduate ‘2 graduation 
11. How well did this course help YOUcommunicate technical information? 
~ 4 0  e A L o t  %1 A Little 2.7 DidnotHelp 4 blank . 7  
I 
12. In your opinion, which of the following topics should be included in an  undergraduate  technical communications 














9.2 Defining the communication’s purpose 3 blank 
18.1 Assessing readers’needs 6 blank 1.0 
3.5 Organizing information 3 blank 0.5 
13.7 Developing paragraphs (introductions, 
20.0 Writin r sentences (active vs. passive voice, 
22.1 Using standard English grammar 3 blank 0.5 
49.4 Notetakingandquoting 8 blank 1.3 
22.1 Editing and revising 3 blank 0.5 
18.5 Choosing words (avoiding wordiness, jargon, slang, 
sexist terms) 3 blank 0.5 
38.9 Using information technology (video conferencing, 
electronicdatu bases, etc.) 5 blank 0.8 
.5  
. transitions, and conclusicns) 3 blank 0.5 









v58 55.9 , 
No Mechanics 
47.5 Abbrevintions 14 blank 2.3 
49.2 Acronyms 13 blank 2 . 1  
38.1 Capitalization 14 blank 2.3 
49.7 Numbers 19 blank 3.1 
23.6 Punctuation 13 blank 2.1 
22.8 References 13 blank 2 .1  
z.2 Spelling 13 blank 2.1  
41.8 Symbols 14 blank 2.3 
13. Which of the following on-the-job communications should be included in an  undergradunte  technical 
Yes No Yes No Reports: 
communications course for aeronautical engineers and scientists? 
v59 67.0 30.0 Abstracts 18 blank 3.0 v70 56.8 34.3 Feasibility 54 blank 8.9 
v60 68.0 30.0 Letters l2 blank 2.0 v71 60.7 30.4 Investigative YI blank 8.9 
~6176.4 21.8 Memos 11 blank 1.8 v72 64.7 26.6 Laboratory 53 blank 8.7 
v62 56.1 41.3 Instructions 16 blank 2.6 v73 72.6 19.1 Progress 50 blank 8.3 
v63 45.4 52.5 Journal articles 13 blank 2 .1  v74 71.9 19.7 Test 51 blank 8.4 
v64 36.3 61.1 Literature reviews 16 blank 2.6 v75 49.8 41.9 Trip 50 blank 8.3 
v65 47.3 50.7 Manuals 12 blank 2.0 v76 46.5 44.9 Trouble 52 blank 8.6 
v66 23.6 73.4 Newsletter articles 18 blank 3.0 
v67 93.6 4.6 Oral presentations 11 blank 1.8 
v68 a 43.2 Specifications 14 blank 2.3 
v69 77.2 20.5 Use of information sources 14 blank 2.3 
1 1 
1 2 
14. Do YOUuse computer technology to prepare technical communications? 52 skip 
v77 &?Always 31.5 Usually 21.6 Sometimes -8.6 Never (Skip to Q. 19) 
I 
15. Has computer technology increased YOUR ability to communicate technical information? 




16. Do YOU use any of the following software for preparing written technical communications? 
Yes No 52 skip 8 . 5  Yes No 
v79 85.8 5.1 Wordprocessing 3 b lank  . 5  v8328.7 61.6 Thesaurus 7 blank 1 . 2  
v80 9.7 83.2 Outlinersand prompters 9 blank 1 . 5  v84 32.5 57.8 Businessgraphics 7 blank 1 . 2  
10.2 79.9 Grammar and style checkers 8 b lank  1 . 3  v85 58.3 3L.2 Scientific graphics 6 blank 1 .O 
v82 57.3 33.8 Spellingcheckers 2 b lank  . 3  
17. Do YOU use an  integrated graphics, text, and modeling engineering workstation for preparing written technical 
communications? 
V86 6.4 Always 10.1 Usually 
52 skip 8 . 5  
7 b lank  1 .2  
24.6 Sometimes 49.2 Never 
4 
18. Do YOU use electronic or desk-top publishing systems for preparing written technical communications? 
v87 W A l w a y s  18.5 Usually 24.3 Sometimes 3 7 . 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  52 skip 8 . 5  
4 
6 blank 1 . 0  
19. How do YOU view your use of the following information technologies in communicating technical information? 
Zdon't use Zdon't use it, 
Ialready it, but may and doubt if 
Information Technologies use i t  in the future 1 will 
v88 Audio tapes and cassettes 
v89 Motion picture film 
v90 Video tape 
v91 Desk-top/electronic publishing 
v92 Floppy disks 
v93 Computer cassettelcartridge tapes 
v94 Electronic mail 
1795 Electronic bulletin boards 
v96 FAX or TELEX 
v97 Electronic data bases 
v98 Video conferencing 
v99 Teleconferencing 
vl00 Micrographics and microforms 
~101 Laser disc/video disc/CD-ROM 
VI02 Electronic networks 
19.5 28.4 48.2 24 blank 3 . 9  
19.5 23.4 52.0 31 b lank  5 . 1  
- 45.4 38.6 13.5 15 blank 2.5 
44.9 40.1 11.6 2 1  blank 3 . 4  
72.8 18.5 6.4 14 b lank  2 .3  
21.3 36.6 36.0 37 blank 6 . 1  
45.3 42.1 9.7 18 blank 2 . 9  
24.4 50.8 19.6 31 blank 5 . 2  
82.7 10.6 4.8 12 blank 1 . 9  
47.9 38.4 8.9 29 blank 4 . 8  
15.7 59.9 20.5 24 b lank  3 . 9  
56.8 30.0 9.9 20 blank 3 . 3  
16.5 40.4 35.0 49 blank 8 . 1  
5.8 61.1 27.2 36 blank 5 .9  
30.5 50.0 14.2 32 blank 5 . 3  
I .! 1 
20. When faced with solving a technical problem, do you get technical information from: 
~ 1 0 3  Personal knowledge 
v104 Informal discussions with colleagues 
~ 1 0 5  Discussions with supervisors 
~ 1 0 6  Discussions with experts in your organization 
~ 1 0 7  Discussions with experts outside of your organization 
~ 1 0 8  Technical reports-Government 
~ 1 0 9  Technical reports-Other 
~ 1 1 0  Professional journaIs/conference meeting papers 
VI11 Textbooks 
17112 Handbooks and standards 
v113 Technical information sources, such as on-line data 
bases, indexing and abstracting guides, 
CD-ROM, and current awareness tools 
































11.2 1 .0  6 blank 0 . 8  
22.3 .3  5 blank 0 . 8  
46.7 7.1 12  blank 2.0 
29.0 1 . 2  7 blank 1.1 
- 65.5 8.3 6 blank 1 . 0  
59.9 5.9 6 blank 1 . 0  
60.7 3.1 7 blank 1 . 2  
- 52.5 11.4 9 blank 1 . 5  
- 53.5 6.3 6 b lank  1 .0  
y1.6 9.4 14 blank 2 .3  
-
43.2 45.4 2 1  b lank  3 . 4  




21. What types of technical information do you USE in performing your present duties? 
Yes No 
v115 96.4 3.0 
v116 59.9 39.3 
v117 47.4 51.8 
v118 55.4 43.7 
v119 80.2 19.1 
v120 71.3 27.9 
v12189.9 9.4 
v122 71.8 27.6 
v123 35.5 63.7 
v124 76.4 22.9 
v125 14.0 85.3 
1 2 
Scientific and technical information 4 blank 
Experimental techniques 5 blank 
Codes of standards and practices 5 blank 
Design procedures and methods 5 blank 
Computer programs 4 blank 
Government rules and regulations 4 blank 
In-house technical data 5 blank 
Product and performance characteristics 4 blank 
Economic information 5 blank 
Technical specifications 4 blank 
Patents 4 blank 
0 . 6  
0 . 8  
0 .8  
0 . 9  
0.7 
0 . 8  
0 . 7  
0 . 6  
0 .8  
0.7 
0.7 
22. What types of technical information do you PRODUCE (or expect to produce) in performing your present duties? 
Yes No 
~ 1 2 6  91.6 7.8 Scientific and technical information 4 blank 0 . 6  
~ 1 2 7  44.4 55.0 Experimental techniques 4 blank 0 . 6  
v128 20.8 78.5 Codes of standards and practices 4 blank 0.7 
~ 1 2 9  46.5 52.5 Design procedures and methods 6 blank 1 .0  
~ 1 3 0  56.8 42.6 Computerprograms 4 blank 0 . 6  
~ 1 3 1  5.2 83.7 Government rules and regulations 7 blank 1.1 
VI32 84.3 15.0 In-house technical data 4 blank 0.7 
~ 1 3 3  57.8 41.4 Product and performance characteristics 5 blank 0 .8  
~ 1 3 4  27.1 72:3 Economic information 4 blank 0 . 6  
~ 1 3 5  9.2 40.1 Technical specifications 4 blank 0.7 
~ 1 3 6  18.0 81.4 Patents 4 blank 0 . 6  
I 2 
23. How often do you use the library or a technical information center? (Circle Choice) 
1 *Daily 
3 14.9 Once a week 
4 19.1 Two to three times a month 
6 30.7 Less than once a month 
7 5.9 Donotuse 
v137 2 9.9 Two to six times a week 5 16.8 Onceamonth 4 blank 0.7 
v138 24. Do you use electronic data bases to find bibliographic citations and abstracts? 1 43.7 Yes 2 55.4 No (Skip to Q. 26) 
5 blank 0 . 9  
4 15.2 Do most searches through an  intermediary (e.g. librarian) 
5 12.7 Do all searches through a n  intermediary 
341 skip 56.3  
intermediary (e.g. librarian) 4 blank 0 . 6  
25. Do you (Circle One): 
1 3.0 Do all searches yourself 
v139 2 6.9 Do most searches yourself 
3 5.3 Do half by yourself and half through an  
THIS DATA WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER PEOPLE WITH DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS HAVE 
DIFFERENT TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION PRACTICES. 
v140 26. What is your gender? 1 95.2 Male 2 4.8 Female 
27. What is your level of education? 
1 0.7 Nodegree 3 43.6 Mnsters 5 0.4 Other 
v141 2 32.7 Bachelors 4 22.6 Doctorate 1-5 17.7 26-30 77.4 
6-10 35.0 31-35 88.6 
v142 28. How many years of professional work experience do you have? ___ Years 11-15 44.7 36-40 96.7 
16-20 54.1 41-45 99.0 
21-25 63.2 46-99 100.0 29. Type of organization where you work? (Circle Only One Number) 
1 - 6.8 Academic 
~ 1 4 3  2 62.0 Industrial 
3 2.8 Not-for-,profit 
4 16.0 Government (Non-NASA) 
5 12.2 NASA 
6 2 Other 
106 
APPENDIX B 
30. What are your present professional duties? (Circle Only One Number) 
01 =Research 06 1.7 Manufacturing/Production 
02 15.3 Administration/Mgt. (for profit) 07 2.3 Private Consultant 
v144 03 8.4 Administration/Mgt. (not-for-profit sector) 08 2 Service/Maintenance 2 blank 0.3 
04 37.3 Design/Development 
05 5.8 Teaching/Academic 
09 3.8 Mnrketing/Sales 
10 5.4 Other 
31. What is your AIAA interest group? (Circle Only One Number) 
1 30.2 Aerospace Science 
2 13.5 Aircraft Systems 6 6 .2  Administration/Management 8 blank 1 . 3  
3 13.5 Structures, Design, andTest 
4 19.8 Propulsion and Energy 
5 7.9 Aerospace and Information Systems 
v145 
7 7.6 Other 
v146 32. Is American English your first (native) language? 
v147 33. Are you an  Engineer or a Scientist? 1 89.2 Engineer 2 10.1 Scientist 4 blank 0.7 
1 93.6 Yeti 2 6.4 No 
34. Are there comments you would like to add about topics covered in this questionnaire? 
35. What can be done to imorove technical communications in aeronautics? 
Mnil to: Dr. M. Glassman 
Dept. of Marketing 
Old Dominion University 





Significant at P < .05 with no more than 20% expected values less than 5 
Ct-osst ab1.i 1 a t  i o n  : V32 RECEIVE HELP FROM COLLEQGUES 
Count I QCQDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NQSQ I 
V143-) Col  Pc t  INON-FROFITRIFIL I I I R o w  
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T o t a l  
1 1  4 I 33 I 12 I 13 I 68 
QLWQYS I 7.0 I 10.4 I 12.4 I 17.8 I 11.3 
2 I 16 I 162 I 36 I 25 I 233 
USURLLY I 28.1 I 43.3 I 37.1 I 34.2 I 33.8 
3 I 30 I 164 I 43 I 35 I 270 
SOMETIMES I 52.6 I 43.3 I 50.5 I 47.3 I 46.3 
4 1  7 1  3 1  1 I 16 
NEVER I 12.3 I 2.4 I I I 2.7 
Co 1 umn 57 374 97 73 601 






33.70301 9 . 0001 1.517 3 OF 16 ( 18.8%) 
Nunibet- o f  M i s s i n g  Obset-vat i o n s  = 5 
SPSS/FC+ 
Ctmsst ab1.i 1 a t  inn: v33 HELP FROM SECRETRRIES 
Count I QCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSFI I 
V143-) Col  F c t  INON-PROFITRIQL I I I Row 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T o t a l  
1 I 13 I 103 I 11 I 14 1 141 
v33 
QLWQYS I 22.8 I 27.5 I 11.3 I 10.9 I 23.4 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
2 I 13 I 103 I 35 I 17 I 168 
USUQLLY I 22.8 I 27.5 I 36.1 I 23.0 I 27.3 
3 I 24 I 122 I 35 I 34 1 215 
SOMETIMES I 42.1 I 32.6 I 36.1 I 45.3 I 35.7 
4 1  7 1  4 6 1  1 6 1  3 I 78 
NEVER I 12.3 I 12.3 I 16.5 I 12.2 I 13.0 
Col  wmi 57 374 37 74 602 
T a t a l  3.5 62. 1 16. 1 12.3 100.0 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
17.86622 3 .0368 7.385 None 
Nunibet- o f  M i s s i n g  Obsetvat i o n s  = 4 
I 109 
rHECEDtrvG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
APPENDIX C 
SPSS/PC+ 
C t-oss t a b ii 1 at i on : v33 EVER TRKEN R TECH COMM COURSE 
Col-int 
V143-) Col Pct 
IRCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSR I 
INON-PROFITRIRL I I 1 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
I 15 I 31 I 28 I 13 I 










YES, RFTER GRRDU 
I 3 1  7 4 1  16 I 20 1 





I 5 1  3 3 1  2 8 1  17 I 
I 8.6 I 26.3 I 28.3 I 23.0 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
I 23 I 112 I 25 I 24 I 







Ca 1 linin 
Total 
58 376 37 74 
3.6 62. 1 16.0 12.2 
605 
100. 0 
20.24448 3 ,0162 11.408 None 
Nt-unber o f  Missing Observations = I 
Cross t abu 1 at i o n  : v53 RBSTRRCTS 
Count I RCRDEMI c I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) C O ~  Pet  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
ROW 
T o t a l  
cc 1 1  43 I 234 I 68 I JJ I 
YES I 87.5 I 63.8 I 73.3 I 76.4 I 
406 
63. ;> 
2 1  7 I 133 I 24 I 17 I 
NO I 12.5 I 36.2 I 26.1 I 23.6 I 
181 
30. 8 
Co 1 umn 56 367 32 72 
T o t a l  3.5 62. 5 15.7 12.3 
587 
100.0 
16.58825 3 . 0003 17.267 None 




Crosst abu 1 at ion : V62 INSTRUCTIONS 
Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  41 5 1  
V62 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  35 I 217 I 58 I E3 I 
YES I 61.4 I 53.5 I 60.4 I 40.8 I 
2 1  22 I 148 I 3a I 42 I 
NO I 38.6 I 40.5 I 33.6 I 53.2 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Co 1 cimn 57 365 36 71 










3.32028 3 .(I253 24.134 None 




V143-) Col Pct 
V63 




Co 1 urnn 57 368 
Total 3.6 62.2 
23.051 15 3 .0000 
Number of Missing Observations = 14 
35 72 592 





C r o s s t  abu  1 a t  i o n  : V68 SPECIFICRTIONS 
3.45637 3 .(?E38 25.263 None 
Nuniber o f  M i s s i n g  Obset-vat i o n s  = 
C t - o s s t  abu 1 a t  i on  : 
Count 







USE OF INFO SOURCES 
C o  1 imn 57 367 
Total 3.6 62.1 
3.59858 3 .0223 
Number o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 15 
'36 71 53 1 





Crosstabulat ion:  v 7 (3 FERSIBILITY REPORTS 
2 
NO 
IRCRDEMICI INDUS- IGOVT I NRSG I 
I NON-PROF I T R I A L  I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
I ZC) I dzd 1 €0 I 40 I 
-+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
.- - - 
I 41.7 I €4.5 I 64.5 I 62.5 I 
1 Z8 I 122 I 33 I 24 I 
I 58.3 I 35.5 1 35.5 I 37.5 1 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
49 346 93 64 
8.7 62.8 16.3 11.6 
EC Nl-imber Io f  M i s s i n g  Observat ions  = JJ 
Cr-o 5s t ab  u 1 a t  i on : v75 T R I P REP0 R TS 
Count I RCRDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) C o l  Pc t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  20 I 135 I 53 I 27 I 301 
YES I 41.7 I 56.0 I 62.8 I 41.5 I 54.2 
S I  28 I 153 I 35 I .  38 I 254 
v75 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
NO I 58.3 I 44.0 I 37.2 I 58.5 I 45.8 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
cec Cu 1 iinin 48 348 34 6 5 .  JJJ 
Total 8 .6  62.7 16.3 11.7 1oc1. (3 
10.48652 J .0143 21.368 None - 




C r o s  s t ab 11 1 a t  i on : v77 USE COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 
Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT 1 NRSR I 
V143-) Col Fct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
1 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  25 I 120 I 42 I 44 I 
RLWRYS I 43. 1 I 31.3 I 43.3 1 53.5 I 
2 1  14 I 127 I 35 I 15 I 
USURLLY I 24. 1 I 33.6 I 36. 1 I 20 .3  I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
3 1  13 I 31 I 16 I 11 I 
SOMETIMES I 22.4 I 24.2 I 16.5 I 14.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
4 1  6 1  3 8 1  4 1  4 1  
NEVER I 10.3 I 10.1 I ' 4.1 I 5.4 I 




Cn 1 mn-1 50 376 37 74 
Tot a 1 3. 6 62.  1 16.0 12.2 
27. .13703 3 ,0013 4. gas 
Number. o f  Missing Obsewat i o n s  = 1 
S P S S / PC + 
C t-os5 t a b ct 1 a t  i on : vas SPELL I NG C H E C K E R S  
C o u n t  I FICFIDEMI C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NFISG 
V143-) Cell Pct I NON-PROF I TRIGL I I 








c .7 l i  
0.6 
Cells with E.F. ( 5 
1 OF 16 ( 6.3%) 
I 
I ROW 
a. 48464 3 . 0370 la .  375 N o  ne -, 




C r - o s s  t a b 1. 1 a t  i on  : va3 THESRURUS 
174 
31.3 
8.72336 3 ,0332 16.253 None 
Nimber- o f  Miss ing  Obser-vat i o n s  = € 0 
SPSS / PC + 
C r o s s t  abu  1 a t  i o n  : V85 SCIENTIFIC GRRPHICS 
Count I FICFIDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-> Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I R i i w  
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T&al 
1 1  35 I 208 I 54 I 56 i 353 
V85 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
YES I €7.3 I 62.5 I 58.7 I 80.0 I €4.5 
NO 
2 1  17 I 125 I 38 I 14 I 134 
I 32.7 I 37.5 I 41.3 I 2it.o I 35.5 
C o  1 i-tmrl 52 333 35 7 0 547 
Total 3.5 60.3 16.8 12.8 1(30. 0 
3.4843s 3 .a235 18.442 No n e  




Cr-osst  a b u  1 a t  ion : V86 USE RN INTEGRRTED GRRPHICS TEXT 
Count  I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT 1 NFISR I 
V143-) ihl P c t  I NON-PROF 1 TRIOL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  . J I  c 
1 1  i l l  18 I 7 1  12 I 
RLWRYS I 3.8 I 5.4 I 7.6 I 17.6 I 
E l  5 1  3 3 1  11 I 12 I 
USUI7LLY I 3.6 I 3.3 I 12.0 I 17.6 I 
3 1  14 I 34 I 25 I 15 I 
SUMET IMES I 26.3 I 28.1 I 27.2 I 22.1 I 
4 I 31 I 183 I 43 I 23 I 
NEVER I 53.6 I 56.6 I 53.3 I 42.6 .I 
+ +--------+--------+---------+-------- 
Co 1 u r m  L)c 334 32 68 
T l l t a l  3.5 61.2 16.0 12.5 
c .? 
33 







13. 03354 3 .0249 3.714 2 OF 16 ( 12.5%) 
Nlmiber o f  M i s s i n q  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 6 0 
Crosst a bu 1 a t  ion : V83 MOTION PICTURE F I L M  
Col-w-lt I RCFIDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) C o l  P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
V83 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  16 I 56 I 26 I 20 I 
RLRERDY USE I T  I 23.1 I 15.8 I 28.0 I 28.2 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 1  17 I 30 I 13 I 16 I 
DON'T PUT MFIY I 30.3 I 25.4 I 20.4 I 22.5 I 
+ +--------+--------+--------+-------- 
3 I 22 I 203 I 40 I 35 I 
DOUBT I F  I WILL I 40.0 ' I 58.3 I 51.6 I 43.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Co 1I.inin 55 355 33 71 
T o t  a1 3.6 61.8 16.2 12.4 
Row 







15.35738 6 . 0 140 11.307 None 




Cross t a bu 1 at ion : V3 1 DESK-TOP/ELECTRONIC PUELISHING 
A C* w 









12.63612 6 . 0432 6.712 Nnne 
Number- of Missing Obsewat ions = 22 
SPSS/PC+ 
Crosst abulat ion : v34 ELECTRONIC MFlIL 
Count I FlCFlDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I "3 I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
v34 --------+--------+--------+--------+----~---- + 
1 I 27 I 147 I 46 I 53 I 
FILREFlDY USE IT I 43.1 I 40.4 I 48.4 I 72.6 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 I 22 I 176 I 41 I 16 I 
DON'T BUT MRY I 40.0 I 48.4 I 43.2 I 21.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
3 1  6 1  4 1 1  8 1  4 1  
DOUBT IF I WILL I 10.3 I 11.3 I 6.4 I 5.5 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Co 1 umn 55 364 35 73 











26.07522 6 . ~1002 5.528 None 
Nurnber df Missing Obsewat ions = 13 
117 
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SPSS / PC+ 
Cr-oss t a b1.c 1 at i on : v35 ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BORRDS 
Cnwk I RCFIDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NQSR I 
V143-) Cnl Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
v35 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  14 I 67 I 26 I 41 I 
RLRERDY USE IT I 26.4 I 18.8 I 27.7 I 57.7 I 
c‘ I 28 I 207 I 48 I 24 I 
DON’T BUT MRY I 52.8 I 58.1 I 51.1 I 33.8 I 
3 1  1 1  I 82 I 20 I 6 1  
DOUBT IF I WILL I 20.8 I 23.0 I 21.3 I 8 .5  I 
Col Uhln 53 356 34 71 








1 00. 0 
47.74732 6 . oooo 10. 388 None 
Nl.rhiber* o f  Missing Obser-vat ians = 32 
SPSS/PC+ 
C r’os s t ab 1. 1 at i on : v37 ELECTRONIC DRTFI PFISES 
Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NFISFI I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIFIL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  16 I 135 I 45 I 33 I 
RLRERDY USE IT I 23.6 I 54.6 I 47.3 I 46.5 I 
+ --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- v37 
2 I 33 I 123 I 40 I 31 I 
DON’T BUT MRY I 61.1 I 36.1 I 42.6 I 43.7 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
3 1  5 1  3 3 1  3 1  7 1  
DOUBT IF I WILL I 3.3 I 3.2 I 3.6 I 3.3 I 
Co 1 t.irtir-1 54 357 34 71 











13.83788 6 .(I308 5.063 None 




Cr-osst abu 1 at ion : V38 VIDEO CONFERENCING 
I 
Colurtt I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  d l  e 
1 1  3 1  5 3 1  3 1  2 3 1  
RLRERDY USE IT I 5.6 I 16.4 I 3.5 I 31.3 I 
2 I 30 I 231 I 53 I 43 I 
DON'T PUT MRY I 55.6 I 64.2 I 62.1 I 59.7 I 
3 1  2 1 1  7 0 1  2 7 1  6 1  
DDUPT IF I WILL I 38.3 I 13.4 I 28.4 I 8.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Cn 1 UMn 54 360 35 72 
Total 3.3 62.0 16.4 12.4 










34.48282 6 . 00(:)0 8.737 None 
Number of Missing Obser-vat ions = 25 
SFSS/PC+ 
Crosst a bu 1 at ion: v33 TELECONFERENCING 
Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I 1 I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
v33 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  19 I 227 I 46 I 51 I 
RLRERDY USE IT I 33.9 I 62.5 I 48.4 I 71.8 I 
2 I 27 I 103 1 36 I 16 I 
DON'T PUT MRY I 48.2 I 28.4 I 37.3 I 22.5 I 
3 1  1 0 1  3 3 1  13 I 4 1  
DOUBT IF I WILL 1 17.3 I 3.1 I 13.7 I 5.6 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Co 1 tumn 56 363 35 71 











25.33568 6 .0002 5.744 None 
Number of Missing Observations = El 
119 
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SPSS / PC+ 
Ct-osst abu 1 at ion: v102 ELECTRONIC NETWORKS 
RCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSFI I 
NON-PROFITRInL I I I 
1 1  2 1  4 1  J I  
--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
16 I 38 I 30 I 40 I 
RLRERDY USE IT I Z3.6 I 27.6 I 32.3 I 56.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 I 28 I 203 I 48 I 24 I 
DON'T BUT MRY I 51.3 I 57.2 I 51.6 I 33.8 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
3 1  10 I 54 I 15 I 7 1  
DOUBT IF I WILL I 18.5 I 15.2 I 16. 1 I 3.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
c 
Co 1 urnn 54 355 33 71 











23.27953 E, . o007 8. 105 None 
Number o f  Missing Obset-vat icms = 33 
Cr-osst a bi-i 1 at  ion : v 105 DISCUSSIONS WITH SUPERVISORS 
Cc~l~nt I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T&al 
1 1  2 1  4 0 1  10 I 8 I 60 
RLWRYS I 3.6 I 10.3 I 10.3 I 11.0 I 10.1 
2 1  14 I 133 I 31 I 24 I 208 
USURLLY 1 25.5 I 37.8 I 32.0 I 32.3 I 35.1 
3 I 23 I 163 I 51 I 33 I 282 
SOMET I MES I 41.8 I 45.3 I 52.6 I 53.4 I 47.6 
4 1  16 I 20 I 5 1  2 1  43 
NEVER I 23.1 I 5.4 1 5.2 I 2.7 I 7.3 
Co 1 unin 55 368 37 73 533 
Total 3.3 62. 1 16.4 12.3 100.0 





47.24618 3 . Q000 3.388 1 OF 16 ( 6.3%) 




Crosstabu lat ion: v110 JOURNRL/MEETING PRPERS 
Colunt I RCFIDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  10 I 18 I 13 I 14 I 55 
nLWFIYS I 17.5 I 4.3 I 13.5 I 13.2 I 3.2 
2 I 23 I 85 I 21 I 25 I 154 
USUFILLY I 40.4 I 23.0 I 21.3 I 34.2 I 25.8 
3 I 24 I 216 I 50 I 28 I 318 
SOMET I MES I 42.1 I 58.4 I 52.1 I 38.4 I 53.4 
4 1  I 51 I 12 I 6 I 63 
NEVER I I 13.8 I 12.5 I 8.2 I 11.6 
CQ 1 I.irnn 57 370 36 73 536 
Ti2tal 3.6 62.1 16. 1 12.2 100.0 





Nuniber o f  Missing Observations = 1 13 
SPSS/CC+ 
Crosstabulat ion: V l l l  TEXTBOOKS 
Col.in t 




SOMET I MES 
4 
NEVER 
Co 1 cirnn 
Total 
IRCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSR I 
INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
I 8 1  2 4 1  10 I 11 I 
I 14.3 I 6.5 I 10.3 I 14.3 I 
I 26 I 104 I 30 I 24 I 
I 46.4 I 28.0 I 30.3 I 32.4 I 
-e------- -+--------+--------+--------  + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
I 21 I 217 I 52 I 34 I 
I 37.5 I 58.3 I '53.6 I 45.3 I 
I 1 1  2 7 1  5 1  5 1  
I 1.8 I 7.3 I 5.2 I 6.8 1 
56 372 37 74 













20. 60234 3 ,0145 3.553 3 OF 16 ( 18.8%) 
Number o f  Missing Observations = 7 
1 2 1  
APPENDIX C 
S P S S / F C +  
C r o s s  t a bu 1 a t  i on : V114 L I B R R R I R N W T E C H  I N F O  S F E C I R L I S T S  
C p u n t  I RCRDEMIC I I N D U S -  I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) C o l  Pct I NON-PROF I T R I R L  1 I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  1 1  10 I 4 1  1 1  
FILWRYS I 1.8 I 2.7 I 4.1 I 1.4 I 
2 1  4 I 40 I 7 1  17 I 
USUFILLY I 7.3 I 10.8 I 7.2 I 23.0 1 
3 1  45 I 238 I 68 I 42 I 
SOMET I MES I 81.8 1 64.3 I 70. 1 I 56.8 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
. 4  I 5 1  8 2 1  18 I 14 I 
NEVER I 3.1 I 22.2 I f8.6 I 18.3 I. 
C o l  U h l n  5s 370 37 74 
T o t a l  3.2 62. 1 16.3 12.4 
ROW 









20. 24043 3 .0165 1.477 3 OF 16 ( 18.8%) 
Number. o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 10 
SPSS/PC+ 
C t-8 5s t a b 1.1 1 a t i I:tn : V117 CODES OF STRNDRRD RND PRRCTICES 
18.84074 3 . 0003 27.637 None 




C r - o s s t a b u l a t  i o n :  V118 DESIGN PROCEDURES 
Ccrurrt I RCRDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-> Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  E l  41 5 1  
1 1  20 I I 50 I 34 I 
YES I 34.5 I 62.4 I 51.5 I 45.3 I 
2 1  58 I 140 I 47 I 40 I 
--------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
- -.- V118 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
NO I 65.5 ! 37.6 I 48.5 I 54. i I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
C o  1 cirflrl 5a 372 37 74 
T&al 3.7 61.3 16.1 1 .=' L. 3 -
EO. 82 106 3 . 0001 25.574 None 
Number of M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 5 
SPSS / PC+ 




GOVT RULES RND REGULRTIONS 
INDUS- IGOVT I NRSR I 
TRIRL I I I ROW 
2 1  4 1  5 I T lDta l  
1 1  ZC) I 2'75 I 61 I 56 I 432 
YES I 34.5 I 73.7 1 84.4 I 75.7 I 71.3 
V120 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 1  38 I 38 I 15 1 ia I 163 
NO I 65.5 I 26.3  I 15.6 I E4.3 I 28.1 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Co 1 umn 58 373 
Total 3.7 62. 1 
48.70339 3 .0000 
Number- of M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t  i o n s  = 





C r - o s s  t a bi-t 1 a t  i on : v121 i N - H O U S E  TECH DQTFI 
63.46654 s . 0000 5.432 None 9 
Number- clf M i s s i n g  Obser-vat ims = 4 
SP S S / PC + 





33.56801 3 , 0000 16. 030 No rI e 




Cross t ab id 1 at i on : v123 ECONOMIC INFORMRTION 
10.56 137 3 . i l l44 ZC). 743 
Nuniber o f  Missing Observations = 5 
Crvssst abulat ion : 
CCI uri t 
SPSS/PC+ 
V124 TECHNICRL SPECIFICRTIONS 
RCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT I NRSR 
V143-> Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 





58 373 37 74 
1 5 .. 3.6 €2.0 16.1 L. 3 







Chi -Square D. F. 
31.64762 3 , oooo 13.332 None 
Nuniber o f  Missing Observat ions = 4 
125 
Ct-osst a bu 1 a t  i on : v125 
C b L i n t  I RCRDEMIC 
V143-) C i D l  P c t  INON-PROF 
I 1 
APPENDIX C 
5 PSS / PC+ 
PRTENTS 
INDUS- IGOVT I NRSFI ! 
TRIRL I I I R o w  
2 1  4 1  5 I Tc1t a 
10. 50657 3 . 0147 8. 183 None -. 
Niamber. o f  M i s s i n g  Observat  ions = 4 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cross t ab CL 1 d t ion : V127 EXPERIMENTRL TECHNIQUES 
8.88488 3 . 0303 23.317 No rl e 




C r - o s s t  a bu 1 a t  i on  : 
Co url t 





CODES OF STRNDFIRDS FIND PRFICTICES 
8.61661 3 . 0348 12.140 None 
Nuniber of Miss ing  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 4 
SPSS/PC+ 
Crosst a b u l a t  i o n  : V l 3 l  GOVT RULES FIND REGULRTIONS 
Count I QCRDEMIC I INDUS-  I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
V131 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  5 1  15 I 52 I 20 I 
YES I 8.6 I 4.0 I 54.2 I 27.0 I 
2 1  53 I 356 I 44 I 54 I 
NO I 31.4 1 36.0 I 45.8 I 73.0 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Co 1 umn 58 37 1 36 74 









157.53336 3 .0000 8.308 None 
Nurtiber of Miss ing  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 7 
127 
APPENDIX C 
S P S S / P C +  
C r- sst a b u  1 




t ion: vi32 IN-HOUSE TECH DFITR 
27.02444 .3 ' 00C)O 6.767 None - 
N u m b e r  o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 4 
SPSS/PC+ 
C r o s s t  a b u l  a t  ion : V i 3 3  PRODUCT RND PERFORMRNCE CHRRRCTERICTICS 
C o u n t  I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) C o l  Pc t  I  NON-PROF I TRIRL I  I I ROW 
I  1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T o t a l  
1 1  13 I 251 I  51 I 23 I 350 
YES I 32.8 I 67.3 I 53.1 I 33.2 I 56.2 
2 1  33 I 122 I 45 I 45 I E51 
NO I €7.2 I 32.7 1 46.3 I 60.8 I 41.8 
C o  1 urnn 58 373 36 74 60 1 
T o t a l  3.7 €2.1 16.0 12.3 1c:ro. 0 
V133 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 




Cross t a bu 1 at i o n  : V134 ECONOMIC INFORMRTION 
3.32316 3 . 0132 15.801 None 
Number o f  M i s s i n g  Obser-vat i o n s  = 4 
SPSS/ PC+ 
C m s  s t a b 1. 1 a t  i o n  : 
Count 
V143-) Col Pct  
V i 3 5  TECHNICRL SPECIFICRTIONS 
Co 1 urnn 58 373 
T o t a l  3.6 62.0 
E 1.72406 3 . 0001 
Number o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 
37 74 602 






SF'SS / PC + 
C r - o s s  t a b  1. 1 a t  i on : v i 3 8  USE ELECTRONIC DRTR ERSES TO FIND C I T R T I  




N o t  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  P < .05 
SPSS/PC+ 











8.83476 6 . 1831 .283 4 OF 12 ( 33.3%) 
Number of Missing Observations = 3 
SPSS/PC+ 
Crosstabulat ion: V2 HOURS/WEEK COMMUNICQTING TO OTHER 
Coiint IQCRDEMICI INDUS- IGOVT INRSQ I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I Row 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
5 I 10 I 58 I 18 I 16 I 102 
5 ht-s or less I 17.2 I 15.7 I 18.8 I 22.2 I 17.1 
10 I 12 I 125 I 26 I 26 I 1.33 
--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ V 2  
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
6 to 10 ht-s I 20.7 I 33.9 I 27. i I 36. i I 3i .e  
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
20 I 23 I 144 I 40 I 23 I 236 
11 to 20 hvs I 50.0 I 33.0 I 41.7 I 31.3 I 33.7 
2 1 1  7 1  4 2 1  1 2 1  7 1  68 
21 hrs 01- move I 12.1 I 11.4 I 12.5 I 3.7 I 11.4 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
Column 58 363 96 72 535 
Total 3.7 62.0 16.1 12.1 100.0 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
I 
8. 53357 9 .4756 6.623 None 
Number of Missing Observations = 11 
131 
Cr-osst abul a t  ion: 
APPENDIX C 
SPSS/PC+ 
'3 HOURS/WEEK W TH COMMUNICRTIONS FROM OTHE 
Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSQ I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I 1 I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
v3 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
5 1  15 I 76 I 21 I 14 I 
5 h r s  o r  less I 25.3 I 20.5 I 21.3 I 13.4 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
10 I 20 I 140 I 30 I 31 I 
6 t o  10 hrs I 34.5 I 37.8 I 31.3 I 43.1 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
20 I 13 I 127 I 30 I 21 I 
11 t o  20 h r s  I 32.8 I 34.3 I 31.3 I 23.2 I 
21 I 4 1  2 7 1  15 I 6 1  
21 h r s  o r  iflor-e I 6.3 I 7.3 I 15.6 I 8.3 . I  
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
Co 1i.irnt-l 58 370 36 72 













9.'47633 9 .3945 5.060 None 
Nuniber o f  Missing Observations = 10 
SPSS /PC+ 
Ct-oss t a bu 1 a t  i on : v4 CHRNGE I N  COMM TO OTHERS 
Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSFI I 
V143-) Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIQL I I I Row 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Tota l  
1 I 45 I 264 I 66 I 57 I 432 
INCRERSED I ,77.6 I 70.6 I 68.0 I 77.0 I 71.6 
2 1  10 I 56 I 15 I 12 I 33 
STRYED THE SRME I 17.2 I 15.0 I 15.5 I 16.2 I 15.4 
3 1  3 1  5 4 1  1 6 1  5 I 78 
DECRERSED I 5.2 I 14.4 1 16.5 I 6.8 I 12.3 
Co 1 umn 58 374 37 74 603 
Tota l  9.6 62.0 16. 1 12.3 100.0 




7.51213 6 .2761 7.502 None 




Cross t ab CI 1 at i on : v5 CHQNGE IN COMM WITH OTHERS 
Count I QCQDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NQSQ I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
V 5  --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 I 34 I 225 I 57 I 50 I 
INCREQSED I 53.6 I 60.6 I 53.4 I 67.6 I 
2 1  18 I 32 I 25 I 20 I 
STQYED THE SRME I 31.6 I 24.8 I 26.0 I 27.0 I 
3 1  5 1  5 4 1  14 I 4 1  
DECRERSED I 8.8 I 14.6 I 14.6 I 5.4 I 
Co 1 unin 57 37 1 36 74 











6.48625 6 .3710 7.339 None 
Number of Missing Observations = 8 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cross t a bu 1 at ion : v34 HELP FROM TECH WRITERS 
Count I FICRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NQSQ I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIQL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
v34 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  1 1  3 1  2 1  3 1  
QLWRYS I 1.3 I .8 I 2.1 I 4.3 1 
2 1  1 1  15 I 6 1  6 1  
USUFlLLY I 1.9 I 4.2 I 6.4 I 8.7 I 
3 1  17 I 148 I 31 I 35 I 
SOMET I MES I 31.5 I 41.1 I 33.0 I 50.7 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
4 I 35 I 134 I 55 I 25 I 
NEVER I 64.8 I 53.9 1 58.5 I 36.2 I 
Co 1 Iumn 54 360 94 63 













18.53815 3 ,0288 .842 6 OF 16 ( 37.53) 




Cr-osst  abu l a t  ion: v35 HELP FROM THESRURUS/DICTIONRRY 
Count  IOCODEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSR I 
V143-) Col  P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
v35 ---- ---+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  13 I 67 I 27 I 20 I 
RLWRYS I 23.2 1 18.1 I 27.8 I 28.2 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 1  10 I 117 I 25 I 22 I 
USURLLY I 17.3 I 31.6 I 25.8 I 31.0 I 
3 I 27 I 152 I 42 I 27 I 
SOMET I MES I 48.2 I 41.1 I 43.3 I 38.0 I 
4 1  6 1  3 4 1  3 1  2 1  




Co 1 m n  56 370 37 71 
T o t a l  3.4 62.3 16.3 12.0 
Row 











16.61311 3 .os51 4.242 1 OF 16 ( 6.3%) 
Ni-miber o f  M i s s i n g  Observations = 12 
SPSS/PC+ 
Crosst abu l a t  ion : V36 HELP FROM STYLE MRNURL 
Coiunt 1 RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  1 1  6 1  I 2, I 
RLWRYS I 1.3 I 1.7 I I 3.0 I 
2 1  1 1  15 I 7 1  4 1  
USURLLY I 1.3 I 4.2 I 7.4 I 6.0 I 
3 I 21 I 124 I 40 I 20 I 
SOME T I MES I 38.3 I 34.3 I 42.6 I 23.3 I 
4 I 31 I 216 I 47 I 41 I 
NEVER 1 57.4 I 53.8 I 50.0 I 61.2 I 
Co 1 u m n  54 36 1 34 67 
T o t a l  3.4 62.7 16.3 11.6 
Row 











8.87830 3 .4486 .844 6 OF 16 ( 37.5%) 













6.48327 3 ,6307 . 030 10 OF 16 ( 62.5%) 
Nuniber o f  Missing Obser-vat ions = 38 
135 
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SPS S 1 P C + 
Cr-usst  a b u l a t  i on :  V38 HOW I S  YOUR RRTWORK PREPRRED 
Count I RCRDEM I C 1 I NDUS- I GOVT I NFISFI I 
V143-) C o l  P c t  INON-FROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  d I  
V38 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  4 1  45 I 10 I 3 1  
DO OWN RRTWORK W I 7.1 I 12.1 I 10.4 I 4.1 I 
2 1  LL I 113 I 38 I 32 I 
DO RRTWORK WITH I 33.3 I 30.3 I 33.6 I 43.2 I 
62 I 12 I 14 I 
GRFIPHICS DEPT DO I 21.4 I 16.6 I 12.5 1 18.3 I 
4 1  15 I 120 I 28 I 13 I 
I R GRRPHICS DEP I 26.8 I 32.2 I 23.2 I 25.7 I 
5 1  2 1  24 I 6 1  6 1  
SECRETORY DOES I I 3.6 I 6.4 I 6.3 I 8.1 I 
6 1  1 1  3 1  2 1  I 










Co 1 l imn 56 373 36 74 
T o t a l  3.3 62.3 16.0 12.4 






6 . 3  
12 
2. 0 
Cells w i t h  E.F. ( 5 
----------------I- 
5 OF 24 ( 20.8%) 




Crosst abul at ion: V40 HOW HELPFUL WRS TECH COURSE 
Cowtt I RCQDEMIC I INDUS- 1 GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  6 I 123 I 23 I 16 I 174 
c1 LOT I 20.7 I 47.3 I 40.3 I 32.0 I 42.3 
2 I 22 I 128 I 40 I 33 I 223 
R LITTLE I 75.3 I 43.2 I 55.6 I 66.0 I 54.3 
3 1  1 1  9 1  3 1  1 1  14 
DID NOT HELP I 3.4 I 3.5 I 4.2 I 2.0 I 3 .4 
Col umn 29 260 72 50 41 1 





1 1.47502 6 .0748 .988 3 OF 12 ( 25.0%) 
Nu-imber o f  Missing Observations = 135 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cross t ab CI 1 at i on : V4 1 DEFINING COMM PURPOSE 
4.45 165 3 .el66 5. 203 None 




Crusstabulat ion: v4z RSSESSING RERDERS NEEDS 
6.05367 3 ,1090 10. 130 None -. 
Number o f  Missing Observations = 7 
SPSS / PC+ 
C t-oss t ab IJ 1 at i on : v43 ORGRNIZING INFORMRTION 
6.53630 3 .0653 1.366 3 OF 6 ( 37.5%) 




Cr os5 t ab IA 1 at i cln : v44 DEVELOPING PRRRGRRPHS 
YES 
64 I 513 
I 83.5 I 85.3 I 87.5 I 66.5 I 86.2 
1 1  51 1 3EC) I 84 I 
2 1  € I  55 I 12 I 10 I 83 
NO I 10.5 I 14.7 I 12.5 i 13.5 I 13.8 
Co 1 imn 57 375 96 74 €(:)2 
Total 3.5 62.3 15.3 12.3 100. 0 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
.83240 3 .a273 7.853 None 
Nuniber of Missing Observat i m s  = 4 
Crosstabu lat i o n  : v45 WRITING SENTENCES 
Count I RCRDEMI C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) CiD1 Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  50 I 230 I 84 I 53 I 483 
YES I 87.7 I 77.3 I 86.6 1 73.7 I 80.1 
2 1  7 1  as I 13 I 15 I 120 
NO I 12.3 , I  22.7 I 13.4 I 20.3 I 13.9 
Co 1 clnin 57 375 37 74 603 
Tutal 3.5 62.2 16. i 12.3 100. 0 
v45 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
6.43241 3 .0’316 11.343 Nsne 




Cr-oss t a b u 1 a t  i on : 
Co un t 
V143-) Col P c t  
V4€ USING STQNDQRD ENGLISH GRFIMMFIR 
3.35342 3 .2665 12.593 None 
Number- of M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 4 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cr-osst abu l a t  ion: v47 NOTETFIKING FIND G!UOTING 
ROW 







I. 36443 3 .7133 28.452 None 
Number- o f  M i s s i n g  Obser-vat ions = 3 
140 
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S P S S / F C +  
Cross t ab ti 1 a t  i an : V46 
C o u n t  I R C R D E M I C  
V143-) CiIil F a c t  I NON-PROF 
I 1 
E D I T I N G  RND R E V I S I N G  
1.83224 3 ,6073 12.666 N o n e  
N u m b e r -  o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e w a t  ions = 4 
S P S S / P C +  
C r - o s s t  a bu 1 a t  ion : v43 C H O O S I N G  WORDS 
C o u n t  I RCFlDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I N R S R  I 
V143-) Col P c t  I N O N - P R O F I T R I R L  I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  J I  
v43 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  46 I 311 I 73 I 55 I 




2 1  11 I 64 I 16 I 16 I 
I 19.3 I 17.1 I 16.6 I 24.7 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
co 1 I.lrl1rl 57 375 37 73 





2.  37553 3 .4362 10.510 N o n e  




C t- us5 t a b 1.1 1 at i on : V50 USING INFO TECHNOLOGY 
Ni.cmber- of Missing Observations = E 
SPSS/PC+ 





Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I Rnw 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  28 I 167 I 58 I 31 I 304 
I 52.8 I 50.8 I 53.8 I 42.5 I 51.4 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 1  25 I 181 I 33 I 42 I 287 
I 47.2 I 43.2 I 40.2 I 57.5 I 48.6 
Co 1 m n  dJs 3€8 37 73 53 1 




5. 16203 3 . 1603 25.738 None 
Nuniber o f  Missing Obsewat ions = 15 
142 
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SPSS / PC+ 
Cross t ab 1-1 1 a t  i on : v52 RCRONYMS 
Count I FICRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NQSR I 
V143-> Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  26 I 182 I 52 I 35 I 235 
YES I 43.1 I 43.3 I 53.6 I 47.3 I 43.8 
V52 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 1  27 I 187 I 45 I 38 I 237 
NO I 50. 3 I 50.7 I 46.4 I 52. 1 I 50. 2 
C o 1 1-1 rii n 53 363 37 73 J9C 
T&al 3. (3 62.3 16.4 12.3 100. 0 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
c P I  
.70831 3 .a722 26.410 None 
Nuniber of Missing Observat iclns = 1 4  
S PS S / P C + 
Crosst ab11 1 a t  ion : V53 CRPITRLIZRTION 
Count IRCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I Row 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  37 I 227 I 57 I 39 I 360 
YES I 6’3.8 I 61.5 I 5’3.4 I 53.4 I 60.3 
2 1  16 I 142 I 33 I 34 I 231 
NO I 30.2 I 38.5 I 40.6 I 46.6 I 33.1 
CO 1 umn 53 363 36 73 59 1 
Total 3.0 62.4 16.2 12.4 100. 0 
V53 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
3.63334 3 .3038 20. 716 None 
Number o f  M i s s i n g  Observations = 15 
143 
APPENDIX C 
SPSS / PC + 
C r - o s s t  abu 1 at  i o n  : v54 NUMBERS 
3.31685 3 * 3453 25.867 None 
Number. o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t  ions = 20 
C r - o s s t  a bu 1 a t  i o n  : v55 FUNCTURTION 
Count I RCRDEMIC I  INDUS- I GOVT I  NRSR I  
V143-> C O ~  F’ct I NON-PROF I TRIQL I I  I R o w  
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total  
1 1  45 I E75 I 74 I 55 I 443 
YES I 84.3 I 74.5 I 76.3 I 75.3 I 75.8 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 1  a t  34 I 23 I 18 I 143 
NO I 15.1 I 25.5 I 23.7 I 24.7 I 24 .L 
Co 1 i m - 1  53 363 37 73 532 
T o t  a 1 3.0 62. 3 16.4 1’3 L. .3 - 1 (lo. (3 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2. 74533 3 .4325 12. 802 None 




C mss t a b 1-1 1 a t  i cm : V56 REFERENCES 
2' ,35238 3 .4133 12.355 None 
Nurnber- o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t  iuns = 14 
SPSS / PC+ 
C r u s s t a b u l a t  i o n  : v57 SPELL I NG 
6. rJO903 3 .1112 18.443 None - 
Nctniber- of M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t  i o n s  = 14 
145 
C t-os s t a b  ci 1 a t  i on : 
Cn un t 




1. 216(:13 3 .7431 22,533 None 
Ni-triiber of Miss ing  O b s e r v a t  iclns = 15 
SPSS/PC+ 
C t-oss t a bid 1 a t  i on : V60 LETTERS 
Count I RCRDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Ci:il P c t  INON-PROF I TRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  40 I 248 I 77 I 46 I 411 
YES I 70.2 I 67.4 I 80.2 I 63.3 I 63.2 
2 1  17 I 120 I 13 I Z6 I 182 
NO I 23.8 I 32.6 I 13.8 I 36.1 I 30.7 
Co 1 cinin 57 368 36 72 533 
Total  3.6 62.1 16.2 12.1 100.0 
V 6 0 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
7.01 136 3 .a715 17.494 None 




Cross t a b u 1 a t  i ctn : 
Co url t 
V143-> Col P c t  
V6 1 







GOVT I NRSR I 
I I ROW 
4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  38 I 233 I 73 I 52 I 462 
YES I G6.7 I 81.0 I 76.0 I 72.2 I 77.8 
-. -I 2(j  I 133 Z I  13 I 70 1 r 3  I 
NO I 33.3  I 13.0 I 24.0 I 27.8 I 22.2 
CCI 1 i-tnit-1 57 363 36 7 L 3 534 
Total 3. G 62. 1 16.2 12.1 1 (:![I. (j 
7.78233 3 . 0507 12.667 None 
Nurliber- itf M i s s i n g  Observat ims = 12 
SPSS/PC+ 
Ct-osst abu 1 a t  i on : V64 LITERRTURE REVIEWS 
Count I RCRDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-> Col Pct I NON-PROF I TRIRL I I I Row 
I 1 1  E l  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  28 I 124 I 33 I 53 I ZZC) 
YES I 43. 1 I 34 .  1 I 40.6 I 40.3 I 37.4 
2 1  23 I 240 I 57 I 43 I 363 
NO I 50.9 I 65.3 I 53.4 I 53.7 I 62.6 
Co 1 urm 57 364 36 72 583 
Total 3.7 61.8 16.3 12.2 l(:)lj. 0 
V64 --------+--------+--------+-----------+-------- + 
+ +--------+--------+--------+-------- 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
5.75755 3 .1240 21. zgc) Nurle 
Number of Missing Observations = 17 
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SPSS / PC + 
C r o s s  t a b  CI 1 a t  i on : V65 
Count I RCRDEM I C 
V143-) C o l  P c t  I NON-PROF 
I 1 
MRNUFILS 
4.65831 l3 . 1386 27.587 None - 
Number of Miss ing  Obser-vat i o n s  = 13 
SPSS/PC+ 
Ct-osst a b u l a t  i on :  VC6 NEWSLETTER RRTICLES 
Ccwlt I  RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT 1 NRSR I 
V143-) C o l  P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I  1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
V66 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  13 I 83 I 30 I  17 I 
YES I 22.8 I  22.3 I 31.3 I 23.6 I 
2 1  44 I 273 I 66 I 55 I 
NO I 77.2 I  77.1 I 68.8 I 76.4 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
C o l  limn 57 362 36 72 







2. 37252 3 3353 13.886 None 




C tvss t a b u 1 at  i on : V67 ORRL PRESENTRT I ONS 
2.85423 3 .4146 2.531 3 OF 8 ( 37.5%) 
Number- of Miss ing  Obser-vat i o n s  = 12 
SPSS/PC+ 
C r o s s  t a b  1-1 1 a t  i on : V 7  1 INVESTIGRTIVE REPORTS 
3.03398 3 .3864 16. (523 None - 
Nurnber- o f  Miss ing  Obser-vat inns = 55 
149 
APPENDIX C 
SPSS / PC + 
C m s s  t a b  u 1 a t  i o n  : v7z LRBORRTORY REPORTS 
.71468 3 .a637 14. 000 Nunc .-. 
Number- of M i s s i n g  Obserwat i o n s  = 54 
SPSS/PC+ 
Ct-oss t a b  u 1 at i o n  : v73 PROGRESS REPORTS 
YES 
1 1  42 I 277 I 75 I 45 I 
I 87.5 I 73.6 I 73.8 I 63.2 I 
2 1  6 1  71 I 13 I 2(1 1 
NO I 12. 5 I X I .  4 I 20. 2 I 30. 8 I 
c 0 1 1-1 m rl 4a 348 94 65 






1 00. 0 
5.357 14 3 .1157 I(:). [I32 None 
N u m b e r  o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e t - v a t  iclrrs = 51 
150 
APPENDIX C 
SPSS / PC + 
Ctvss t a bu 1 a t  ion : v74 TEST REPORTS 
Cmir l t  I FICFIDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NFISFl I 
V143-) C U ~  Pct I NON-PROF I TRIRL I I I R C l W  
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T c l t a l  
1 1  33 I 281 I 74 1 47 I 435 
YES 1 68.8 I 80.7 I 73.6 I 72.3 I 78.5 
3 1  15 I 67 I 13 I 18 I 113 
--------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + -_ v74 
+--------+-.-------+--------+-------- + 
NO I 31.3 I 13.3 I 20.4 I 27.7 I 21.5 
C o 1 1-1 rli rI 48 348 33 65 554 
Tt:atal 8.7 62.8 16. 8 11.7 1 (I(:) . (:I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
5.28803 3 .1519 10.310 N m e  
N u m b e r  of M i s s i n g  O b s e r - v a t  ions = 52 
C t - u s s t  a b u  1 a t  ion : V76 TROUBLE REPORTS 
C o u n t  I RCFIDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NFISFI I 
V143-) Ct:il Pct I NON-PROFITRIFIL I I I ROW 
1 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Ti:ltal 
+ --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- V76 
1 1  17 I 185 I 51 I 28 I 281 
YES I 35.4 I 53.3 I 54.8 I 43.1 I 50.8 
2 1  31 I 162 I 42 I 37 I z72 
NO I 64.6  I 46.7 I 45.2 I 56.3 I 43.2 
C o  1 imn 48 347 33 65 553 
T o t a l  8.7 62.7 16.8 11.8 100. 0 
+ +--------+--------+--------+-------- 
+ +--------+--------+--------+-------- 
7.58048 3 .OS55 23. 6C13 None 
Number- o f  M i s s i n g  O b s e t v a t  iclns = 53 
151 
C tvss t a b  1. 1 at  i n n : 
Co i-in t 
V143-) C O ~  P c t  
APPENDIX C 
SPSS/PC+ 
V78 HRS COMPUTER TECH INCRERSED R E I L I T Y  TO C 
RCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSR I 
NON-PROFITRIRL I I I R o w  
1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T n t a l  
SO I 200 I 63 I 43 I 342 
--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
57.7 I 53.2 I 67.7 I 70.0 I 61.8 
7.  17442 6 .305O 2.727 3 OF 12 ( 25.0%) 
SPS S / PC + 





11.46137 3 . 0035 2.875 2 OF 8 ( 25. (:)%I 








Ch i -Sq care D. F. Si g n  i f icance Min E.F. C e l l s  1 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cr-osst a bu 1 a t  ion : V 8  1 GRRMMFIR FlND STYLE CHECKERS 
V143-) 
V 8  1 
YES 
NO 
6. 49002 3 . 0301 5.80s None 




C r v s s t  a bu 1 at i on : V84 BUSINESS GRRPHICS 
Co’l-lnt I RCRQEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT 1 NFlSR I 
V143-) CCrl P c t  I NON-PROF I TRIRL I I I ROW 
I. 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total  
16 I 137 1 1  16 I 139 I 3; I 
YES I 31.4 I 33.6 I 35.3 I 22.3 I 36.1 
2 1  35 I a11 I 53 1 54 I 349 
NO I 68.6 i 60.4’ I 64. 1 I 77. 1 I 653.3 
C n  1 i.iriin 51 333 32 70 546 
T d a l  3.3  61.0 16.8 12.8 ~( j ( j .  (:I 
--------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
- -  va4 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
7.6283C) 3 .0544 18.401 None 
Nuoiber- of Miss ing  O b s e r v a t i s n s  = 6 0 
SPSS/PC+ 











IQCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSFI I 
I NON-PROF 1 TR I FIL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
I 4 1  3 7 1  10 I 14 I 
I 7.7 I 11.1 I 10.9 I 20.3 I 
I 1 1  I 68 I 18 I 15 I 
I 21.2 I 20.4 I 13.6 I 21.7 I 
I 13 I 91 I 23 I 20 I 
I 25.0 I 27.2 I 25.0 I 23.0 I 
52 334 32 63 











a. 62853 3 .472e 6.173 None 




C t-nss  t a b CI 1 at i on : V88 FIUDIO TFIPES/CFISSETTES 
Ccw- l t  I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSFI I 
V143-) Col F c t  INON-PROFITRIflL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  1 0  I 76 I 24 I 7 1  
QLRERDY USE I T  I 10.5 I 21.0 I 25.3 I 10.0 I 
v0a 
2 1  18 I 103 I 22 I 23 I 
DON'T BUT MRY I 33.3 I 30.1 I 23.2 I 32.9 I 
3 I 26 I 177 I 43 I 40 I 
DOUET I F  I WILL I 48.1 I 48.3 I 51.6 I 57. 1 I 
Cu 1 urnn 54 362 35 70 









7.75757 6 .2564 10. 074 None 
Nuniber. of M i s s i n g  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 25 
SPSS/PC+ 
C r m s s t  abu l a t  i o n :  v90 VIDEO TFIFE 
Col.rnt I FICFIDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NFISFl I 
V143-) Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I Raw 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I T o t a l  
1 I 21 I 167 I 46 I 40 I 274 
FILRERDY USE I T  I 37.5 I 45.8 I 47.3 I 54.8 I 46.4 
2 I 27 I 150 I 32 I 25 I 234 
DON'T BUT MFIY I 48.2 I 41.1 I 33.3 I 34.2 I 33.7 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
3 1  8 1  4 8 1  18 I 8 I 82 
DOUBT I F  I WILL I 14.3 I 13.2 I 18.8 I 11.0 I 13.3 
Co 1 ismn 56 365 36 73 530 
T o t a l  3.5 61.3 16.3 12.4 10CL0 
7. 10673 6 . J i l l  7.703 None 




C tms s t ab 1. 1 at i on : V32 FLOPPY DISKS 
Count 
V143-) Col Fct 
RCRDEMICIINDUS- 
NON-PROFITRIRL 
1 1  2 
--------+-------- 
40 I 268 
70. 2 I 73. o 
2 1  13 I 74 I 17 I 8 I l l ?  
DON’T PUT MRY I ET.8 1 2 0 . 2  I 17.7 I 11.3 I 13.0 
3 1  4 1  2 5 1  3 1  7 I 33 
DOUBT IF I WILL I 7.0 I 6.8 I 3.1 I 3.3 I 6.6 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
Co 1 unin 57 367 36 71 53 1 
Tl?t a 1 3.6 62.1 16.2 12. 0 io(?. 0 
6. 67502 6 .3513 3.761 2 OF 12 ( 16.7%) 
Ni.iniber- nf Missing Obsetvat inns = 15 
C t-1x5 ta bu 1 at ion : v33 COMPUTER CRSSETTE TClPES 
Coimt I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Co2l Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I Row 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Total 
1 1  12 I 84 I 22 I 10 I 128 
RLRERDY USE IT I 22.6 I 23.8 I 23.4 1 14.7 I 22.5 
2 1  13 I 136 I 33 I 28 I 222 
DON’T PUT MRY I 35.8 I 38.5 I 41.5 I 41.2 I 33.1 
3 I 22 I 133 I 33 I 30 I 218 
DOUFT IF I WILL I 41.5 I 37.7 I 35.1 I 44.1 I 38.4 
Co 1 m n  53 353 34 68 568 
Total 3.3 €2.1 16.5 12. 0 1CJcl. (1) 
3.54215 6 .7384 11.344 None 




Crvsst a bi.1 1 at ion : V36 FRX OR TELEX 
Count 1 RCRDEM I C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col F'ct INON-PROF1 TRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
V36 
1 1  32 I 330 I 81 I 57 I 
RLRERDY USE IT I 57. 1 I 83.7 I 84.4 I 78. 1 1 
2 1  16 I 25 I 1 0  I 13 I 
DON'T BUT MFlY I 28.6 I 6.8 I 10.4 1 17.8 I 
3 1  8 1  13 I 5 1  3 1  
DOUBT IF I WILL 1 14.3 I 3.5 I 5.2 I 4.1 I 
Co 1 tunin 56 368 36 73 
Total 3.4 62.1 16.2 12.3 
500 







43.23540 6 . (5000 2.733 3 OF 12 ( 25.0%) 
Nunibet- o f  Missing Obsetvat icvls = 13 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cr*oss t a bu 1 at i on : v i00  MICROGRRPHICS/FORMS 
Count I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NQSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  3 1  6 3 1  14 I 13 I 
RLRERDY USE IT I 16.7 I 18.3 I 15.7 I 13.1 I 
2 1  13 I 157 I 4s I 24 I 
DON'T PUT MRY I 35.2 I 45.5 I 50.6 I 35.3 I 
+ --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- v I (IO 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
3 I 26 I 125 I 30 I 31 I 
DOUBT IF I WILL I 48.1 I 36.2 I 33.7 I 45.6 I 
Co 1 wtin 54 345 83 68 











6.72515 6 .3470 3.615 None 




Ct-osst ab1.i 1 at ion: VlOl LQSER/VIDEO DISC/CD-ROM 
Cr~l.int I QCRDEMICI INDUS- I GOVT I NQSQ I 
V143-) Col Fct I NON-PROF I TRIQL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  3 1  17 I 8 1  7 1  
CILREQDY USE IT I 5.6 I 4.8 I 8.7 I 10.0 I 





2 1  34 I 232 I 58 I 45 I 
DON'T BUT MQY I 63.0 I 65.7 I 63.0 I 64.3 I 
363 
64.3 
3 1  17 I 104 I 26 1 18 I 
DOUPT IF I WILL 1 31.5 I 23.5 I 28.3 I 25.7 I 
1€5 
23. (3 
Ccll i m r i  54 353 32 7 0 
Total 9.5 63. C) 16.2 12.3 
563 
100. 0 
4.24783 6 .6432 3.322 i? OF 12 ( 16.7%) 
Number- nf Missing Obser-vat iorls = 37 
SPSS/PC+ 
Crosst abulat ion: V103 FERSONQL KNOWLEDGE 
Count I RCQDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSQ I 
V143-) C o l  Fct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
Row 
Total 
1 1  35 I 147 1 46 I 37 I 
QLWQYS I 43.3 I 33.4 I 47.9 I 50.7 I 
255 
42.6 
2 I 25 I 183 I 37 I 31 I 
USUQLLY I 43.3 I 43.1 I 38.5 I 42.5 I 
27€ 
46.1 
3 1  7 1  4 3 1  13 I 5 1  
SOMETIMES I 12.3 I 11.5 I 13.5 I 6.8 I 
€8 
11.4 
C o 1 u nin 57 373 96 73 
Total 3.5 62.3 16.0 12.2 
533 
100. 0 
6.60523 6 ,3583 6.471 None 




Crcsst abu 1 a t  ion : V104 INFORMRL DISCUSSIONS WITH COLLERGUES 
Count I RCnDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
1 1  7 1  7 1 1  2 4 1  18 I 
RLWRYS I 12.3 1 13.0 I 24.7 I 24.7 I 
--------+--------+.--------+--------+--------+ V 104  
2 1  23 I 22(j 1 56 I 38 I 
USUnLLY I 50.3 1 53.0 I 57.7 I 52.1 I 
3 I EO I 81 I 17 I 17 I 
SOMET I PIES I 35.1 I 21.7 1 17.5 I 23.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
4 1  1 1  1 1  I I 
NEVER I 1.8 I .3 I I I 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
C o 1 1.t ro n 57 373 37 73 









.190 4 OF 16 ( 25.0%) 13.37314 3 . 1233 
Number. t2f Missing Observat ions = 6 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cvosst abul at ion: V106 WITH EXPERTS IN ORGnNIZRTIONS 
C o u n t  




SOMET I MES 
4 
NEVER 
IRCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSR I 
INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
I 3 1  6 3 1  16 I 18 I 
I 16.4 I 18.4 I 16.7 I 24.7 I 
I 18 I 136 I 53 I 37 I 
I 32.7 I 52.4 I 55.2 I 50.7 I 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
I 27 I 106 I 24 I 18 I 
I 43. I I 28.3 I 25.0 I 24.7 I 
I 1 1  3 1  3 1  I 
I 1.8 I .8 I 3.1 I I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
55 374 96 73 

















Cross t a bu 1 at ion : Vi07 WITH EXPERTS OUTSIDE ORGRNIZRTION 
Count 







co 1 I.rrlln 
Tot a 1 
IRCRDEMICIINDUS- IGOVT INRSR I 
INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
I 4 1  2 2 1  6 1  5 1  
I 7.0 I 5.3 I 6.2 I 6.8 I 
I 1 1  I 53 I 22 I 23 I 
I 13.3 I 15.3 I 22.7 I 31.5 I 
I 35 I e57 I 65 I 40 I 
I 61.4 I 63.1 I 67.0 I 54.8 I 
I 7 1  3 4 1  4 1  5 1  
I 12.3 I 3.1 I 4 . 1  I 6.8 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+ + -------- + -------- + ----- _--- + 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 
57 372 37 73 








€ 6 . 3  
5 0 
8.3 
14.40566 3 . 1086 3.521 3 OF 16 ( 18.8%) 
Nunibel- o f  Missing Observat ims = 7 
SPSS/PC+ 
Crosst a bu 1 at ion : V108 TECH REPORTS-GOVT 
Cni.int I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) Col Pct  INON-FROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  41 d I  
1 1  5 1  11 I 13 I 6 1  
FlLWRYS 1 8.3 I 3 . Q  I 13.4 I 8.1 I 
e 
V 108 
2 1 21) I 73 I 36 I 30 I 
USURLLY I 35.7 I 21.2 I 37.1 I 40.5 I 
3 1  30 I I 45 I 38 I 
SOMET I MES I 53.6 I 67.2 I 46.4 I 51.4 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
4 1  1 1  32 I 3 1  I 
NEVER I 1.8 I 8.6 I 3.1 I I 
Co 1 urnn 56 372 37 74 











43.83437 3 . 0000 3.272 4 OF 16 ( 25.0%) 




C ros5 t a bu 1 a t  i w t  : V 103 TECH REPORTS-OTHER 
Count  I FICFIDEMI C I I NDUS- I GOVT I NRSFI I 
V143-) C o l  F'ct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
R o w  
T n t a l  
1 1  4 1  12 I 11 I 7 1  
FILWRYS I 7.1 I 3.2 I 11.3 I 3.7 I 
3 4 
5.7 
2 1  2 2 1  3 8 1  3 3 1  2 4 1  
USURLLY I 33.3 I 26.3 I 34.0 I 33.3 I 
177 
23.6 
3 I 30 I Z53 I 47 I 38 1 
SOME r IMES I 53.6 I 67.8 I 48.5 I 52.8 I 
368 
61.5 
4 1  I 10 1 6 1  3 1  
NEVER I I 2.7 I 6.2 I 4.2 I 
13 
3.2 
Co 1 i.mw 56 373 37 72 
T o t a l  3.4 62.4 16.2 12.0 
27.43347 3 . 00 12 1.773 5 OF 16 ( 31.3%) 
Nl.inibet- '3 f  M i s s i n g  O b s e w a t  ions = 8 
SPSS 1 Pc+ 
C t-os s t ab 1.t 1 a t  i an : v112 HRNDPOOKS FIND STRNDRRDS 
R o w  





3 I 32 I 210 I 48 I 40 I 
SOMETIMES I 53.3 1 56.3 I 50.0 I 55.6 I 
4 1  4 1  3 4 1  11 I 8 1  
NEVER I 7.4 I 3.2 I 11.5 I 11.1 I 
57 
3.6 
C cl 1 u rfi n 54 363 36 72 
T o t a l  3.1 62.4 16.2 12.2 
53 1 
loo. o 
4.58513 3 .a683 3.655 r' OF 16 ( 12.5%) 




Cross t a bu 1 at i on : Vi13 TECH INFO SOURCES/DRTR ERSES 
C o u n t  IQCRDEMICI INDUS- IGOVT INRSR I 
V143-) C o l  F'ct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  c ) I  
VI 13 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  I 3 1  4 1  I 
nLWFlYS I I .8  I 4.2 I I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
2 1  I 28 I 6 1  7 1  
USURLLY I I 7.7 I 6.3 I 3.7 I 
3 I 26 I 163 I 33 I 40 I 
SOMETIMES I 51.0 I 44.7 I 34.4 I 55.6 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
4 I 25 I 171 I 53 I 25 I 




Ccll wwl 51 365 36 72 













2 1.34637 3 . 003C) .611 5 OF 16 ( 31.3%) 
Number o f  Missing Observations = 22 
S F'SS / PC+ 
Crosst a bu 1 at i or1 : v115 USE SCIENTIFIC GND TECH INFO 
5.35074 3 . 1140 1.734 3 OF 8 ( 37.5%) 




C ross t a b  i i  1 a t  i on  : V116 EXPERI MENTRL TECHNIQUES 
Chi-Square D. F. S igr r i f  i car lce  Min E.F. Cells wi, . .  E.F. 
2. 61584 3 ,4547 2s. 368 None 
e Ncrmber o f  Miss ing  O b s e r v a t i o n s  = 4 
SPSS / PC+ 
C r w s s  t a bu 1 a t  i o n  : V113 COMPUTER PROGRRMS 
Count I FICRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NRSR I 
V143-) C o l  Fac t  I NON-PROF I TRIRL I I I ROW 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 I Tota l  
1 1  43 I 301 I 75 I 61 I 486 
YES I 84.5 I 80.7 I 77.2 I 82.4 I 80.7 
2 1  3 1  72 I 22 I 13  I I16 
NO I 15.5 I 19.3 I 22.7 I 17.6 I 13.3 
Co 1 urrln 58 373 37 74 602 
V 1 1 3  --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
T o t  a 1 3 .6  62.0 16.1 12. 3 1 oo. (3 
1.38846 3 .708Z 11.176 Ncrne 




Cross t ab u 1 at i o n  : V126 PRODUCE SCIENTIFIC FlND TECH INFO 
5.834i2 3 . 1200 4.5Z8 1 OF 8 ( 12.5%) 
Number- of M i s s i n g  Obser-vat i o n s  = 4 
SPS S / PC + 
Cross t a b id 1 at  i 8n : V123 DESIGN PROCEDURES FlND METHODS 
Coc in t  I RCQDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I NQSR I 
V143-> Col P c t  INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  5 1  
V1Z3 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  22 I 183 I 41 I 30 I 
YES I 37.3 I 50.7 I 43.2 I 413.5 I 
2 1  36 I 184 I 54 I 44 I 





5.73458 3 . 1253 Z7. E&-) None 
Number o f  M i s s i n g  Obser-vat i o n s  = 6 
164 
APPENDIX C 
SPSS / PC+ 
C r v s s  t a b u 1 a t  i on : v 130 COMPUTER PROGRRMS 
2.36485 3 .3371 24.857 
Number p f  Miss ing  Observa t  ims = 4 
SPSS/FC+ 
C r o s s  t a b ct 1 a t  i or1 : V136 
Ccw-lt I RCRDEM I C 






C o  1 imn sa 373 
T&al 3. 6 €2.0 
7.62811 3 .a544 
i\lumber* of M i s s i n g  Obser-vat i o n s  = 
37 74 
l€. 1 12.3 100. 0 
165 
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S P S S / P C  + 
C r - c ~ s s  t a b  1.t 1 a t  i 1:trI : Vi37 HOW OFTEN USE LIBRFIAY/TECH INFO CENTER 
;1' 
2-6 TIMES FI WEEK 
3 
ONCE R WEEK 
4 
2-3 TIMES FI WONT 
c 
J 
ONCE CI MONTH 
€ 
LESS THRN ONCE FI 
7 
DO NOT USE 
58 373 37 74 

















C t-osst a bu 1 at inn : V133 HOW SERRCHES !ARE DONE 
Coiunt I RCRDEMIC I INDUS- I GOVT I N!AS!A I 
V143-) C*p l  Fct INON-PROFITRIRL I I I 
I 1 1  2 1  4 1  J I  
Vi33 --------+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
1 1  4 1  12 I 1 1  1 1  
!ALL MYSELF I 11.'t I 8.4 1 2.5 I 2.3 I 
2 1  3 1  2 4 1  6 1  3 1  
MOST MYSELF I 25.7 I 16.8 I 15.0 I 7.0 I 
3 1  6 1  12 I 4 1  10 I 
SELF/INTERMEDI!AR I 17.1 I 8.4 I 10.0 I 23.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
4 1  3 1  4 3 1  16 I 18 I 
MOST INTERMEDIRR 1 25.7 I 34.3 I 40.0 1 41.3 I 
+--------+--------+--------+-------- + 
7 1  4 6 1  13 I 11 I 




+ + -------- + -------- + 
I= J I  
Co 1 l.mn 35 143 40 43 
T o t a l  13.4 54.8 15.3 16.5 
ROW 













18.56170 12 ,0337 2.414 5 OF 20 ( 25.0%) 
Number- o f  Missing Observations = 345 
SPSS/PC+ 
Cross t ab 1-t 1 a t  i orI : V 140 GENDER 
6.45793 3 . 0313 2.  780 
ROW 
To ta l  
576 
35.2 
3 OF 8 ( 37.5%) 





Formal training during school, especially related to the requirements of the 
workplace (proposals, specifications, project reports, memos, technical papers and 
other documents that must be generated in the job environment). 
is also important but probably is not as important as the writing. 
Oral communications 
Undergraduate engineer must be taught, then called upon to write technical 
articles and reports. 
communicate (spoken word, written word and via sketches) to other technical persons. 
Engineer must be able to accurately and efficiently 
The process must start in elementary school. I see too many young engineers 
with poor writing and communication skills. 
transfer of knowledge via communication, and it inhibits their own advancement in 
their careers. 
This lack of ability prohibits adequate 
Engineers need to acquire good oral presentation skills. A good way to 
accomplish this would be to (1) present a problem before a group of people (2) then 
present a resolution to the problem plus any alternatives. 
Infinite pains should be taken to present concise, understandable information, 
especially in summaries and short (1/2 hour) oral presentations. Detailed and/or 
esoteric information should be reserved for articles, textbooks, or discussions among 
experts. 
Most engineering students are not prepared to communicate in writing or orally - 
this includes those prepared in the U.S. as well as international students. 
More emphasis during undergraduate studies on communication - oral and 
written. Much more emphasis on the basics - spelling, punctuation, sentence 
structure, report organization. Most new (and old) engineers are pathetic report 
writers - they must do better! 
Expand and focus undergraduate coursework in the technical communications area. 
Importantly, such training should be put into actual practice in parallel and 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FlullED 
APPENDIX D 
following-year work at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. 
requirements should probably be reemphasized. 
Thesis 
Introduce undergrad course(s) in Technical Communication. Also, in laboratory 
courses correct the students' English. 
I 
Stress that effective communication is our most important and most difficult 
I daily task. 
Stress the importance of being able to communicate verbally as well as in 
One's ability to communicate will be what writing in grammar and high school. 
determines where one's career may go. 
Stress undergrad course in written & oral communications. 
Encourage engineering majors to read good works of literature and not just 
technical treaties. 
In the past the engineering community has given de facto support to the proposi- 
tion that engineers do not have to be well-developed communicators. This must stop. 
Providing more automated tools does little to improve the basic capability of a 
person to communicate effectively if he is already an adult who is functionally 
illiterate in English. 
Provide on the job technical writing courses. 
Teach engineers how to write effectively. 
I strongly support a course (undergraduate level) which teaches organizational 
skills/techniques for report writing and oral presentations. 
Part of the communication problem for young engineers is a "language barrier." 
What I learned at school and what I and my colleagues do at work are two completely 
different areas, requiring different 'tlanguages" and practices. 
Ensure that engineers (especially) are literate in the English language. Many 







composition in particular. Eschew Obfuscation eliminate unnecessary jargon (the same 
applies to our literature colleagues with long untranslated quotations from obscure 
and texts in "foreign" and often dead languages. 
Have undergraduate students take more English classes. 
It seems that I'm continually writing reports these days - I spend much time 
however, collaborating with my students on their theses and papers - I really wish 
some of them had a better background in general writing and grammar. 
required for undergraduate engineers!! 
should be "reviewed" (which are horribly lacking in high schools), and document 
organization should be called; i.e. figure out exactly what should be said and 
structure the document precisely such that it makes logical and sequential sense. 
This should be 
Certainly general rules of grammar and style 
Include an effective communication course in the undergraduate school. Allow 
the master's thesis to be more real world and less realistic. Make undergraduates 
give technical papers as second author. 
In my current position oral presentation is the most common and effective way of 
communicating my findings and analysis. 
in my undergraduate career to prepare me for this type of work. 
presentations in my technical writing and engineering courses there were no courses 
available to teach the proper methods and techniques of public speaking. 
should require a public speaking course for engineering students. 
are comfortable speaking in front of an audience and the only way of overcoming this 
fear is by "doing." 
Unfortunately, very little effort was made 
Aside from short 
I feel ABET 
Very few people 
Educate the technical community about technical communication. Reduce the use 
of specifications which outline how correspondence is to be formatted without concern 
for the specific purpose of the communication. 
to the transmission of information in the most timely, cost effective, secure and 
concise method possible rather than blind following of standards. 
think about what they write and why they write it. 
Return the emphasis of communication 
IE: Make people 
Improve undergraduate education. My experience in supervising new college 
graduates is that they are very deficient in writing skills. 
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Set some standards for the various communications media. This will make it 
easier to create/understand documentation. Do not make the standards so strict or 
complex that the documentation suffers, though. 
Give engineering students more training in writing. 
I believe the most important improvement to be made in communications is a 
simplification of language used in speaking, and writing. 
by usingjargon and acronyms less frequently. 
This could be accomplished 
Improve engineers and scientists writing and verbal communication and establish 
standards in terms of quality in paper and journal articles. 
New engineers should be better trained in preparing technical information from 
analyses on testing. 
organized - with many assumptions, the objective, or conclusions missing. 
Too often information prepared is incomplete and poorly 
Education at undergraduate level to improve organization of thoughts to 
effectively communicate information. 
An emphasis needs to be put on educating college age students about clear, 
concise, and readable communication. 
Upgrade presentation materials and presentations including written documents 
with purpose problem objective benefits of solution approach. 
I believe that training at the college level is significantly below the 
tolerable minimum. 
technical requirement that the engineers and scientists of today effectively speak 
and present their ideas. 
Typically, communication type courses are electives while it is a 
Foster technical publishing standards that are compatible with and accept output 
from personal computers. 
Undergraduates could use some real-world experience in report writing. 
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We should all write as much as possible while in school. Weekly reports on 
progress are often required at work, 
500 word weekly reports, in addition to normal assignments, on the students progress 
in other classes. 
Perhaps a technical writing class could have 
Require several technical writing courses for a BS degree. 
Colleges must do a better job to prepare engineering students to write technical 
memos and reports. 
engineers to be excellent communicators. 
Private industry should also do a better job in training 
Teaching people how to organize information and present it, recognizing the 
needs of people who receive the information. 
Technical Writing and Speaking courses should be taught within technical 
curriculi, not as adjuncts and not by "creative writing" types with no technical 
backgrounds. 
Perhaps we are not specifically involved in a concerted, integrated effort to 
improve technical communications. Is AIAA doing anything in this field? I feel very 
insecure in this area although I am frustrated by inadequate communications on a 
daily basis. Hope that you can do something about the problem. 
I do not control the computer technology available to me. Both business and 
scientific graphics capability would be most welcome, as would integrated worksta- 
tions and electronic publishing. However, I (and my co-workers) just use what is 
provided to us. 
Development of on-line data bases made easily available to workers in industry 
(at their computer), would greatly increase the number of sources an engineer could 
consider while looking for info. A standard computer "search" at the library is 
controlled by the librarian, is too costly, and too inconvenient for regular use. 
Undergraduate emphasis on writings and oral skills. Courses in modern 
communication tools and techniques. 
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Require courses in technical writing in the undergraduate curriculum. 
I believe that in an undergraduate tech. comm. course the emphasis should be on 
presenting all necessary data in a clear and concise manner. 
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